Lutgert College founder prepares for retirement

FGCU researchers wage battle against dengue fever

Alumnus Cord McConnell savors bright lights of Hollywood

Bower School of Music moves to home of its own
Academic Building 7 doesn’t look dramatically different from the classroom and laboratory buildings that came before it, but it represents a new standard in construction at Florida Gulf Coast University. Known as AB7, the building—which houses laboratories, classrooms, offices, and gathering spaces for the College of Arts and Sciences—recently earned platinum level certification, the highest designation in the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) green building rating system.

The LEED rating system provides validation that buildings are designed and constructed to save energy, conserve water, reduce carbon dioxide emissions, improve indoor air quality, and demonstrate stewardship of resources. The building’s platinum rating makes it one of only 310 facilities worldwide to achieve the distinction. It’s one of four such structures in Florida and the only academic lab building in the state to earn this designation.

Considering that AB7 is a multi-purpose building, with state-of-the-art research and teaching labs as well as classrooms, it was a particularly challenging structure to build to these high LEED standards. Laboratories and research spaces do not easily lend themselves to green design with features such as chemical exhaust hoods that send conditioned air out to the external environment.

To compensate for this, AB7 is equipped with electronic systems that measure indoor humidity levels and adjust air conditioning accordingly. It’s a testament to the talent of the designers, the contractors who built it, and the faculty and dean who articulated the plan.

That it derives much of its energy from our solar field is one of the factors that earned the building its platinum rating, although features such as a high-performance metal roof, high-efficiency lighting, and bathroom fixtures made a difference, too. So did our program of recycling, with more than 75 percent of construction waste being recycled rather than sent to a landfill.

It’s not possible to achieve the highest LEED certification with just a single green feature. You can’t do just one thing well; you have to do many things well to earn it.

As we begin construction on a new health professions building, we are using some of the same design features as those used for AB7. We will continue to incorporate sustainable features in all of our future buildings while maintaining the distinctive character and look of the campus.

The platinum certification of AB7 is simply the latest example of the University’s commitment to sustainability initiatives on campus. Since we opened our doors in 1997, our commitment to the environment has been reflected across the University, from our curriculum and degree programs to maintaining native vegetation while eliminating invasive species on our campus.

Green building design has advanced quickly and is becoming almost second nature for architects and builders. I am gratified that people are coming to the campus to see our buildings and proud of the example FGCU sets in the area of sustainability.

Wilson G. Bradshaw, Ph.D.
President
Florida Gulf Coast University
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Editor's Corner

It’s all about change

It seems like just a matter of months since I wrote about the birth of the Bower School of Music, the hiring of its diverse faculty and the welcoming of its first class of promising young musicians, all made possible by a generous gift from Marilyn and Alan Korest.

It was, however, nearly four years ago – January 2007, to be precise – that this story appeared in the first edition of Pinnacle.

In the current issue, we tour the Bower School’s new home, a structure built specifically for the study and performance of music. It also includes the sad news of Marilyn Korest’s passing, just weeks before the building opened.

Like the 14 issues that have preceded it, this edition of Pinnacle chronicles the sad news of Marilyn Korest’s passing, just weeks before the building opened.

It’s all about change – January 2007, to be precise – when the last of FGCU’s transitional period in NCAA Division I. As is fitting for a University publication, it serves as a record of endings and beginnings.

It’s the start of a new academic year, a new life for himself in Hollywood.

And, although there’s no article about it, this magazine represents an ending in itself: it is the final edition of Pinnacle in its current form. The new year will give rise to a new, improved Pinnacle magazine.

It was, however, nearly four years ago – January 2007, to be precise – that this story appeared in the first edition of Pinnacle.

It’s all about change. There’s news of new jobs, marriages and babies, as well as the deaths of members of the University’s extended family.

There’s news of new jobs, marriages and babies, as well as the deaths of members of the University’s extended family.

This issue tells the story of two newly minted Major League Baseball pitchers, Casey Coleman and Chris Sale, both former FGCU students who wound up in Chicago playing for different teams. It checks in with up-and-coming young film and video director, Cord McConnell, ’08, who’s hoping to make a new life for himself in Hollywood.

And, although there’s no article about it, this magazine represents an ending in itself: it is the final edition of Pinnacle in its current form. The new year will give rise to a new, improved Pinnacle magazine.
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And, although there’s no article about it, this magazine represents an ending in itself: it is the final edition of Pinnacle in its current form. The new year will give rise to a new, improved Pinnacle magazine.

And, although there’s no article about it, this magazine represents an ending in itself: it is the final edition of Pinnacle in its current form. The new year will give rise to a new, improved Pinnacle magazine.
New building wins platinum certification

Florida Gulf Coast University’s new building housing science laboratories and classrooms for the College of Arts and Sciences recently won platinum certification, the highest level awarded in the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) green building rating system operated by the U.S. Green Building Council.

It is one of 310 structures worldwide that have earned this designation. The 62,000-square-foot, four-story building houses labs for physics, biology and chemistry, math labs, specialized research labs and a Geographic Information System (GIS) computer lab as well as offices, conference rooms and a 160-seat lecture hall. The international architectural planning and engineering firm LEO A DALY provided the architectural services for the project. Kraft Construction Co. built the structure, known as Academic Building 7.

The building earned the platinum designation for a multitude of sustainable practices used in its construction and green features such as deriving much of its energy needs from the University’s solar field, the use of a high-performance reflective metal roof, high-efficiency lighting fixtures and the planting of native, drought-resistant landscaping.

“Bradley’s essay was a brilliant example of the personal essay, with a sweetness and level of personal integration that impressed the jury,” said Michael Fairbanks, director of the SEVEN Fund. Hobbs is the BB&T Distinguished Professor of Free Enterprise at FGCU.

FGCU introduces new doctoral degree

The University will offer a doctoral degree in educational leadership and evaluation of curricula, beginning fall 2012. The research-based degree program will offer two concentrations, educational leadership and curriculum and instruction.

“The program emphasizes the growth and transformation of educational professionals as they focus on organizational management and effectiveness issues; and the development, implementation and evaluation of curricula,” says FGCU College of Education Dean Marci Greene. “The program is designed to provide students with the knowledge, skills and dispositions needed to design and implement strategies that improve practice and outcomes in schools.”

Current students enrolled in the educational specialist degree program may transition to the doctoral program in summer 2011. A new cohort will begin in fall 2012. For more information, contact Greene at (239) 590-7781.

University buys College Club Apartments

In an effort to meet a growing demand for student housing, FGCU’s Board of Trustees agreed to purchase the College Club Apartments for $14.75 million.

The 6-year-old complex, to be named Westlake Village, is adjacent to Gulf Coast Town Center and went into foreclosure in 2009.

The purchase will add 500 beds to the 2,700 in Northlake and South villages. Another 400-bed residence hall is under construction at South Village.

School names space for Marilyn Korest

When young musicians studying at Florida Gulf Coast University’s Bower School of Music gather to practice as a group, they will fill the Marilyn Bower Korest Rehearsal Hall with sound.

It’s a fitting testament to the memory of the Naples woman who loved music and education. To ensure that young people who shared that love would have a place to immerse themselves in both, she and her husband, Alan, donated $2.5 million to help found the Bower School of Music, which they named for her father. The state matched that amount, doubling the gift’s value.

Marilyn Korest died Aug. 10 in Grand Rapids, Mich., following complications from heart surgery. She was 79.

Born in Detroit, she was the only daughter of Edwin and Ruth Bower, who were long-time Naples residents and philanthropists as well. She grew up in Grosse Pointe, Mich., attending Grosse Pointe High School and Michigan State University. She went on to attend Boston University, where she earned a master’s degree in special education.

The Korests moved to Naples from Rockford, Mich., in 1983, becoming year-round residents. Marilyn Korest loved her new community and quickly became involved in local organizations such as the Philharmonic League, the Golden Apple selection committee and the Forum Club board. She also served as president of the Moorsing Property Owners Association.

Music education and music therapy were two of her special interests. When the Korests made their gift to FGCU in 2006, she expressed the hope that the University would one day develop a music therapy degree.

“It has become a very popular and beneficial treatment for all kinds of people,” she said at the time. “It’s been shown to have really great results with people with dementia,” among others.

She took great joy in participating in the groundbreaking of the Bower School of Music’s music education and performance building in 2009. She died just two weeks before it opened.

Her other major passion was traveling, particularly to Africa, which she visited many times.

She is survived by her husband, Alan, eight children and their spouses, 11 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. Memorial contributions may be made in her honor to Bower School of Music Scholarship Fund, Florida Gulf Coast University, 10501 FGCU Blvd. S., Fort Myers, Fla. 33965.
When Richard Pegnetter left the West after serving as dean of Colorado State University’s business school to take a job at Florida Gulf Coast University, his title didn’t change, but his new post wasn’t like any he’d had before.

In 1995, FGCU had no business school or, for that matter, buildings, faculty or students, and was two years away from opening. It was a challenge he couldn’t resist.

“The chance to start a business school from scratch was incredibly enticing,” he says. “It was a great opportunity.”

Today, as he prepares to retire after 15 years in that role, he’ll leave behind the accredited and acclaimed Lutgert College of Business – the largest of FGCU’s five colleges – with close to 3,000 business majors, the most distinctive structure and sculpture on campus and the recently accredited U.A. Whitaker School of Engineering, which was launched under its auspices.

“He came here knowing what it would take to have a top-notch business school and went about putting it together in record time,” says FGCU President Wilson G. Bradshaw. “The fact that the Lutgert College has been recognized by the Princeton Review speaks volumes about his abilities and vision. He’s left a legacy not only at FGCU, but in the business community of Southwest Florida as well.”

Pegnetter wasn’t interested in replicating the institution from which he’d come: He wanted to create something new, a business school that would balance practical application and theoretical principles, turning out graduates equipped to thrive in an ever-changing economy.

“The goal was to prepare students to step into a job and make an immediate contribution, while being ready to face the unknown challenges of the future,” Pegnetter says.

He sought out entrepreneurial faculty members, hiring a mix of seasoned professors and enthusiastic new faculty.

“We empowered the faculty to help create what we were doing and that was key to our success,” he says.

He created the Center for Leadership and Innovation as a vehicle for them to remain active in their fields while providing a clearinghouse through which local businesses could access the expertise of the college’s faculty.

And he looked further afield, implementing something called the Second Circle model.

“It encouraged faculty and the leadership to reach out to associates in other countries and explore partnerships,” he says. “That led to faculty and student exchanges with many schools.”

It also brought about opportunities to connect with businesses in countries such as Germany, Mexico and China through contacts made at the universities.

Although the accreditation process is lengthy and arduous, Pegnetter got things rolling early and succeeded in winning that important gold standard of accreditation from the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) in 2003. Further proof of the College’s high caliber was that it was named twice to the Princeton Review’s list of the country’s best business schools.

In 2007, he stepped out of his post as the head of Lutgert College to serve as the University’s interim president while the Board of Trustees conducted the search that led to the hiring of Bradshaw.

When he leaves FGCU – his retirement is effective Jan. 14 – Pegnetter won’t be bored. He’s now a member of the AACSB accreditation panel.

With a background in arbitration, Pegnetter will likely do some of that, too. He also remains active with the Collier County and Charlotte County economic development councils, the Horizon Council and the board of the Naples Philharmonic.

But he also plans to indulge in his favorite pastime, canoeing, something that will be easy to do from his new home along the Estero River.

He leaves confident the Lutgert College of Business will continue to thrive, its energy sustained by the dynamic professionals that remain.

“I’ve developed tremendous friendship and respect for the people I have worked with all across the University,” he says, “with a special feeling about the incredible faculty and staff we have assembled in the Lutgert College of Business.”

By KAREN FELDMAN
Photo by BRIAN TIETZ
Annual conference brings together top literary talent, students and fans

By Jay MacDonald

FGCU English instructor Tom DeMarchi launched the Sanibel Island Writers Conference five years ago to expose his students and fledgling authors, poets and songwriters at large to the caliber of artists they might one day become.

“It demystifies the process,” DeMarchi says. “I’ve watched the students learn that writing is a craft and a discipline and a job that you take seriously. You must not be afraid of failure and you must write through the bad stuff to get to the good. When they hear it from successful writers, it becomes less intimidating to approach their own work.”

The fifth annual Sanibel Island Writers Conference invades BIG ARTS and the Sanibel Public Library Nov. 4-7 with workshops, panels, lectures, discussions, readings, signings and one-on-one manuscript consultations. This year’s evening events, which are free and open to the public, include novelist Walter Kirn (“Up in the Air”) and a concert by songwriter Stanley Brinks on Thursday (Nov. 4), a reading by rock-and-roll essayist Steve Almond and performance by songwriter/memoirist Kristin Hersh on Friday (Nov. 5), and keynote speaker Augusten Burroughs (“Running with Scissors”) on Saturday (Nov. 6).

In addition, each year the conference sponsors a writing contest. Winners receive free admission to the conference and have their work published in the spring edition of Mangrove Review, the FGCU literary magazine.

The little conference that could has doubled in attendance to more than 100 in just five years, edging toward a maximum of 150. Although DeMarchi intentionally schedules it for one week prior to the Miami Book Fair to attract touring authors, positive buzz about the conference has resulted in a waiting list of more than 400 authors eager to talk books on the beach.

“It’s been much bigger than I imagined,” DeMarchi says.

The writers conference has hosted its share of bestselling authors, including Pulitzer Prize-winner Robert Olen Butler (“A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain”), Sena Jeter Naslund (“Ahab’s Wife”) and Florida ambassador of satire Carl Hiaasen (“Star Island”). While big names are welcome, DeMarchi favors those with a passion to inspire other writers.

“I try to invite people who have a reputation for being excellent teachers,” he says. “I’m drawn to writers whose work shows a real humanity and empathy and caring about others. If you care about the characters in your stories, chances are that spills over into your life. It’s been a huge delight to meet these authors and find that their humanity doesn’t end on the page. I don’t know how we did it, but every presenter we’ve brought in has been generous and approachable.”

As exciting as the conference is to direct, DeMarchi says his goose bumps often last long after his literary guests depart.

“I could probably tick off a bunch of experiences with the big names and presenters, but what’s really unforgettable is seeing students from my classes at FGCU just open up and be filled with this hope and inspiration...”

— Tom DeMarchi, FGCU English instructor and founder of the Sanibel Island Writers Conference

For more information on the writers conference and an interview with Augusten Burroughs, see pages 10-11.
Augsten Burroughs

Keynote speaker,
Sanibel Island Writers Conference

By Jay MacDonald

I t has been 8 years since Augusten Burroughs put the fun in family dysfunction with his bestselling memoir, "Running with Scissors," an absurdly funny, brutally honest account of the worst childhood ever. Abandoned by his dysfunctional parents to the "care" of his mother's lunatic shrink and his highly medicated patients, Burroughs left formal education in the fourth grade, overcame childhood sexual abuse, earned his GED at 17, and by 19 was a New York City advertising writer responsible for $200 million in accounts. In five subsequent essay collections, Burroughs established himself as one of the most fearless writers of his generation, a self-deprecating Candide stumbling toward love and enlightenment with unflinching honesty, indefatigable humor and hope above all.

But don't expect him to unduly dwell on his past once he ambles onstage at BIG ARTS on Nov. 6 to deliver this year's keynote address to the Sanibel Island Writers Conference.

"It will be about writing and creating; it won't be about writer's block when the treatment is so completely simple: write about writer's block!" he explains. "For instance, if you hand me a shopping list, there is a fraction of an instant when I look at it and it's just horizontal lines and symbols. Immediately it resolves into words, but those words are immediately then translated into pictures. If you have eggs, chicken, milk, I translate those instantly to pictures of those things. So it's difficult for me to contain complex thoughts in my head, but I can when I write. Because when I'm writing, I'm describing to someone, no one, to the air, what it is I'm seeing, and that is what helps me solidify my thoughts."

Little wonder that Burroughs has become an accomplished photographer over the years. "I take pictures almost every day and it's very soothing. I don't have to worry about words. It's the most natural thing for me," he says.

As proof, he points to the works of one of his favorite contemporary novelists, Elizabeth Berg. "There's nothing weird or unusual or controversial or shocking in any of her books; it's very, very small daily life, two women talking over coffee. But what's so extraordinary is her elemental honesty. In my experience, people respond most to the truth. In a strange way, it's like the truth itself of whatever subject is the food that we somehow need. It resonates because it's so familiar to us."

Part of Burroughs longs for the normalcy of an indomitable Elizabeth Berg coffee klatch. Unfortunately for him but lucky for us, his muse has attention deficit disorder. "Because I've never had that day-to-day, humdrum life, it's exotic to me," he admits. "But I also think I won't ever have it. It doesn't seem to be in the plan for me."

"I was self-taught and it took me a while to really appreciate the advantage in that. For better or worse, my writing and my life are fused. I really appreciate the advantage in that. For better or worse, my writing and my life are fused. I never saw the blueprints for the wheel, so I had to invent the wheel. My wheel doesn't look like the wheel everyone is accustomed to but there are aspects of my wheel that work better," he says.

Case in point: writer's block. "It's inconceivable to me that anyone would ever have writer's block when the treatment is so completely simple: write about writer's block!" he says. "If you have writer's block, there is a reason, you know? You've got to get to the source, so write about it. Literally, write about it."

Although words flow freely for Burroughs, they aren't his first language. "I'm visual, completely visual," he explains. "Part of Burroughs longs for the normalcy of an indomitable Elizabeth Berg coffee klatch. Unfortunately for him but lucky for us, his muse has attention deficit disorder. "Because I've never had that day-to-day, humdrum life, it's exotic to me," he admits. "But I also think I won't ever have it. It doesn't seem to be in the plan for me."
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Think the mosquito-borne virus dengue fever only strikes in underdeveloped nations that lack effective pest control? Think again.

FGCU researchers seek ways to treat, immunize against widespread disease

By BILL CORNWELL / Photos by BRIAN TIETZ
If they’ve heard of it at all, people generally associate dengue fever with underdeveloped nations that lack effective public health programs. That thinking may have changed this summer, however, when Key West experienced an outbreak of the mosquito-borne virus that kills more than 25,000 people each year.

Bringing it even closer to home, two Florida Gulf Coast University researchers joined forces with Key West’s mosquito control officials to quell and contain the outbreak.

For the past several months, Professor Scott Michael and Associate Professor Sharon Isern have assisted mosquito control officials in Key West, where 66 cases of the disease have been recorded in the past two years. The researchers, who are also husband and wife, teach in FGCU’s Department of Biological Sciences and are members of the University’s Biotechnology Research Group.

There were 27 cases of dengue fever reported last year in Key West, and 39 documented cases this year, as of mid-September. It’s been more than 75 years since a dengue outbreak occurred in Florida, Michael says, although it’s a virus with which the researchers are well acquainted.

“We had been working on dengue for a while,” says Isern, “so we were poised for something like this. When we heard about (the Key West outbreak), we approached the mosquito control people there and asked how we could help.”

The Key West cases led to a warning from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention that a widespread outbreak – principally involving major urban areas along the Gulf Coast in Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas – could occur unless immediate action was taken.

“These (infected) people (in Key West) had not traveled outside of Florida, so we need to determine if the cases are an isolated occurrence or if dengue has once again become endemic in the continental United States,” the CDC said in a statement last summer.

Another case of dengue was reported during the summer in Broward County, which heightened concern, but did not lead to a larger outbreak, as had been feared.

Isern and Michael have also been assisting the Miami-Dade mosquito control district in monitoring its mosquito population.

Dengue is the most common mosquito-borne virus in the world. The World Health Organization estimates that as many as 100 million people are infected annually and an estimated 2.5 billion people worldwide are at risk, the majority in the Asia Pacific region. The disease is spread exclusively through bites from infected mosquitoes and cannot be transmitted from one human to another.

In some cases, the person infected may not even be aware he carries the virus. But in 250,000 to 500,000 cases, it progresses to full-fledged dengue fever or its more serious incarnations, dengue hemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome. Dengue is most prevalent in tropical and subtropical areas, and deaths generally occur in developing countries with less sophisticated medical care.

While relatively rare in the continental United States, dengue is widespread in the Caribbean – principally in Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic – and Central America. The Key West outbreak represented the first substantial event of dengue in Florida in more than 75 years, and no one is quite sure what triggered it.

Mosquito control officials in Key West told Michael and Isern that they needed help determining which Key West mosquito pools had been infected by the virus. To that end, Key West and Miami-Dade officials ship frozen batches of mosquitoes – all of which are coded...
to pinpoint the precise locations from which they are collected – to FGCU, where Michael, Isern and their research team analyze them for signs of infection.

By learning where infected mosquitoes are most prevalent, mosquito-control workers are able to concentrate their efforts on those areas.

"Mosquito control is the most effective means of dealing with dengue fever," says Michael. "However, we are hopeful that we can, over time, develop a vaccine to prevent dengue."

An effective vaccine is likely still years away although a number of research teams are working on it. Developing a vaccine is complicated because there are four distinct strains and immunization against one form doesn't prevent infection by another. On top of that, the illness intensifies each time a person becomes infected. There is no cure for dengue, which is characterized by high fever (104 and higher) and a red, flat rash. Severe muscle aches and debilitating joint pain are also common. In some areas of the world, dengue is called "break-bone fever."

"Dengue patients report that it feels like your body is just breaking up," says Isern.

Doctors typically prescribe acetaminophen (not aspirin or ibuprofen) to reduce fever and pain, and fluids – sometimes given intravenously – to combat dehydration, which is one of the most serious and life-threatening side effects of dengue.

Dengue research is but one facet of the work that Michael, Isern and the FGCU Biotechnology Research Group have undertaken. The group consists of chemists, molecular biologists and virologists, all of whom are working on the detection and destruction of pathogens in a variety of fields. Dengue research, however, is of keen personal interest to Isern, who is a native of Puerto Rico, where the virus is relatively common.

The importance of the group’s wide-ranging work is underscored by the more than $6.3 million in federal research grants that it has received over the past four years. The research has both civilian and military applications, with a substantial portion devoted to combating bioterrorism. Among these grants was one for $1.2 million awarded earlier this year through the Defense Threat Reduction Agency that is specifically targeted toward developing human antibodies against the dengue virus.

The importance of the group’s wide-ranging work is underscored by the more than $6.3 million in federal research grants that it has received over the past four years. The research has both civilian and military applications, with a substantial portion devoted to combating bioterrorism. Among these grants was one for $1.2 million awarded earlier this year through the Defense Threat Reduction Agency that is specifically targeted toward developing human antibodies against the dengue virus.

Michael’s and Isern’s research encompasses a host of applications. For example, Michael’s work in developing early inhibitors against viral pathogens relates not only to dengue but to HIV, the West Nile virus and influenza. As a molecular virologist, Isern works to discover antiviral inhibitors and find ways to neutralize viral agents.

They purposely designed their work to have applications in both civilian and military environments and are especially interested in developing technologies that can be used to detect, immobilize and ultimately destroy biological toxins that could be used in terrorist attacks against the United States. Breakthroughs in this area will greatly enhance the ability of the United States to both prevent and swiftly disarm biological attacks.

Michael says he and Isern felt a sense of urgency in dealing with the
Ranked #1 in Florida for heart care...again

While they did not want to alarm people unduly, they also realized that Key West – and indeed all of Florida – faced the possibility of a public health emergency. "If we do a lousy job (in attacking the Key West outbreak), and (dengue) is exported to other places that don't have as good mosquito control, then those places are going to be in trouble," he says. "This dengue outbreak could be like H1N1 (swine flu). The chances are it is going to do nothing, but there is a chance it could take off and be a huge problem. The fact is you have to be proactive because (diseases like dengue) will take off on occasion."

Key West dengue cases. While they did not want to alarm people unduly, they also realized that Key West – and indeed all of Florida – faced the possibility of a public health emergency. "If we do a lousy job (in attacking the Key West outbreak), and (dengue) is exported to other places that don't have as good mosquito control, then those places are going to be in trouble," he says. "This dengue outbreak could be like H1N1 (swine flu). The chances are it is going to do nothing, but there is a chance it could take off and be a huge problem. The fact is you have to be proactive because (diseases like dengue) will take off on occasion."

And while there hasn't been a major outbreak in Florida in decades, "it is not unrealistic to be every bit as concerned about dengue as you would about influenza," says Isern. "Both illnesses, given the right circumstances, can cause great discomfort, and, in some cases, death. Neither should be taken lightly."

Fortunately, the Key West cases have not spread over a large area, as was initially feared, and it may be that the worst has passed. But that doesn't mean it's time to relax vigilance. "Infectious diseases really go two ways," Michael says. "They either simmer for a little while and then disappear, or they suddenly explode and take off in an exponential fashion. You really don't know what's going to happen. But you should be aware (of the potential for widespread illness). It's a little like the difference between running around saying the sky is falling and looking up and saying there is something up there that could fall on your head."

— Bill Cornwell is a freelance writer who lives in Fort Myers.

PREVENTION 101
To minimize the chances that a mosquito carrying dengue fever, West Nile or another virus will bite, take the following precautions around the house:

- Eliminate small pools of standing water around the house and yard.
- Avoid being outdoors from dusk to dawn.
- Use repellent containing DEET, picaridin or oil of lemon eucalyptus.
- Repair window and door screens.
- Wear long sleeves and pants when outdoors.

Frozen mosquitoes about to be tested

Ranked 1st in Florida for overall cardiac services by HealthGrades® 2009

www.NCHmd.org
THE HALLS ARE ALIVE WITH THE SOUND OF MUSIC

The Bower School of Music graduated its first senior class last spring. This fall, the school itself graduated — from temporary housing to a permanent home.

The newly completed music education and performance building includes a 196-seat recital hall equipped with the latest in acoustic technology, a 3,000-square-foot rehearsal hall, 10 studios and 10 practice rooms.

“It’s a glorious facility,” says Robert Thayer, interim director of the music school. “It was built to be functional and beautiful. Great care was put into the acoustics in every room.”

By JOHN FRANCIS / Photos by BRIAN TIETZ
The school was established in 2006 with a $2.5 million gift from Alan and Marilyn Korest in memory of Naples philanthropist Edwin H. Bower, who was Marilyn Korest’s father. The state of Florida supplied $11.6 million to provide essential teaching and performance space in the form of the two-story building that opened at the start of the fall semester.

The school’s mission is to prepare musically gifted students for successful careers in music performance and education. The building replaces what Thayer described as a triple-wide modular structure, the Bower School’s home since its inception. Although students affectionately dubbed that space “The Mod,” its poor acoustics, lack of sound proofing and cramped quarters will not be missed, according to senior music major Andrew Willis. “I felt like it was this weird zone between high school and college. Now we’re a force to be reckoned with.”

When I came as a prospective student I didn’t know classes were in a modular building – I was disappointed,” says sophomore music performance major Megan Kalka, who is serving as a student conductor.

Top: Jaime Taveras, a vocal major, warms up in a practice room.

The students finally have a lobby to hang out and study in,” says Christina Cortese, a senior majoring in vocal performance and music education. “We used to sit on the floor in random corners of the Music Mod while trying to stay out of the way of other classes.”

Directly off the lobby sits the 3,260-square-foot recital hall, which provides a dramatic prelude to entering the recital hall and network of classrooms and practice rooms. A striking space for concert receptions, the lobby also features tables and chairs designed to give students a place to gather.

Musical Hall Interlude

The school was established in 2006 and named after Edwin H. Bower, a Naples philanthropist whose daughter and son-in-law, Marilyn and Alan Korest, endowed the school.

The school is in a developing art corridor adjacent to the Arts Complex and overlooking a scenic lake and wetlands.

The focal point of the lobby is a commemorative wall of honor designed and engraved by Sanibel Island artist Luc Century.

The building was designed by Reynolds, Smith and Hills of Fort Myers and Pfeiffer Partners Architects of New York and Los Angeles.

The school is one of 110 officially designated All-Steinway Schools and has an exclusive agreement with the piano maker. It owns two nine-foot concert grands, seven baby grands and 15 upright pianos.

Ten faculty studios for private instruction are adjacent to three specialized classrooms that seat up to 40 students.

The rehearsal hall contains two glass-walled lofts from which visitors can observe.

Top: Professor Rod Chesnutt, head of Instrumental Studies, coaches senior music education major Megan Kalka, who is serving as a student conductor.

A new building, the school can continue to grow with planned programs in music therapy and graduate studies, Thayer says. Once the community has had a chance to attend a concert or two, prospects for recruitment and charitable giving will grow, too.

“I’ve been on the faculty of six institutions,” he says. “I consider this to be one of the strongest in terms of community support.”

— John Francis is a freelance writer who lives on Pine Island.
Windy City
DOUBLE PLAY

Former FGCU players hit big leagues in Chicago

By CHRIS DUNCAN

When he’s not pitching in front of 30,000-plus fans in stadiums throughout the nation, Chicago White Sox pitcher Chris Sale likes to grab his cell phone and text his old FGCU teammate, Casey Coleman, who is pitching in the Windy City as a member of the Chicago Cubs.

“We always laugh and say this is almost like a storybook ending,” Sale says. “You’ve got two guys from the same small college that just turned Division I and we’re in the big leagues pitching in the same city. To be honest, it’s really crazy how this all turned out.”

Sale and Coleman are the first FGCU players to reach the major leagues in the program’s eight-year history, and they’ve already posted several impressive feats. Sale, who was drafted 13th overall in 2010, earned his first save in his eighth big-league contest. Coleman, 23, ended up getting his first major league victory in Washington, D.C., the same city in which his father and Sale’s grandfather resided from 1942-1955. Coleman’s promotion helped make his family the first to have three generations of pitchers reach the big leagues. Coleman’s grandfather, also named Joe, pitched in the big leagues from 1942-1955.

“I put a lot of pressure on myself in college to be the third in my family to make it,” Coleman says. “I think it was that pressure that made me work harder.”

Coleman was promoted after two strong minor league seasons.

Coleman’s promotion helped make his family the first to have three generations of pitchers reach the big leagues. Coleman’s grandfather, also named Joe, pitched in the big leagues from 1942-1955. “I put a lot of pressure on myself in college to be the third in my family to make it,” Coleman says. “I think it was that pressure that made me work harder.”

Coleman, 23, ended up getting his first major league victory in Washington, D.C., the same city in which his father got his in 1965.

“I think Casey is going to have a great career,” Tollett says. “He’s going to have a lot of saves over the years in the big leagues.”

Sale says earning his first save was one of the greatest experiences of his life. Afterward, he walked into the Sox clubhouse and saw a text on his cell phone from Coleman.

“I texted him and told him to keep it up,” Sale says. “He’s going to have a lot of saves over the years in the big leagues.”

Sale and Coleman played together at FGCU during the 2007-08 season when Coleman was a junior and Sale was a freshman. That year, the Eagles captured their first Atlantic Sun Conference regular-season championship. Sale helped FGCU win two more titles.

“It was a lot of fun but I think next year will be even more fun,” Coleman says. “That’s when we’ll face each other in the majors for the first time.”

“His fastball has unbelievable movement. It moves at the right time and that’s something you can’t teach,” Sale says. “We put this kid in a spot he was never in,” Guillen said after Sale picked up his first save in his eighth career game. “He handled it pretty good. This kid has a good chance to be great. His presence on the mound is very positive.”

Sale, 21, says he has impressed himself by how well he has performed. The 2010 Collegiate Baseball Player of the Year and five-time All-American (Ping!Baseball, Louisville Slugger, Yahoo! Sports, Baseball America, ABCA/ Rawlings), Sale has struck out standout players such as Minnesota Twins catcher Joe Mauer, Twins slugger Jim Thome and Detroit Tigers outfielder Johnny Damon.

“Every time I pitch, I’m pitching against guys I grew up watching on TV,” Sale says. “It’s hard to go out there and do something you’re not used to doing.”

Sale’s future is just as bright, according to White Sox manager Ozzie Guillen.

“His stuff is way better. He’s way better than what he was last year at this time. He’s got a great future in the big leagues,” Guillen said.

Sale and Coleman played together at FGCU during the 2007-08 season when Coleman was a junior and Sale was a freshman.

“I think Casey is going to have a great career,” Tollett says. “He’s going to have a lot of saves over the years in the big leagues.”

Casey Coleman
Age: 23
Years at FGCU: 2005-2008
Team: Chicago Cubs
Position: Starting pitcher
Favorite FGCU moment: Winning the 2008 Atlantic Sun Conference regular-season championship

Chris Sale
Age: 23
Years at FGCU: 2007-2010
Team: Chicago White Sox
Position: Reliever
Favorite FGCU moment: Winning three consecutive Atlantic Sun Conference regular-season championships

Winning the 2010 Collegiate Baseball Player of the Year and five-time All-American (Ping!Baseball, Louisville Slugger, Yahoo! Sports, Baseball America, ABCA/Rawlings), Sale has struck out standout players such as Minnesota Twins catcher Joe Mauer, Twins slugger Jim Thome and Detroit Tigers outfielder Johnny Damon.

“Every time I pitch, I’m pitching against guys I grew up watching on TV,” Sale says. “It’s hard to go out there and do something you’re not used to doing.”

Sale’s future is just as bright, according to White Sox manager Ozzie Guillen.

“His stuff is way better. He’s way better than what he was last year at this time. He’s got a great future in the big leagues,” Guillen said.

Sale and Coleman played together at FGCU during the 2007-08 season when Coleman was a junior and Sale was a freshman. That year, the Eagles captured their first Atlantic Sun Conference regular-season championship. Sale helped FGCU win two more titles.

“It’s an amazing feeling to see these two guys in the big leagues,” says FGCU baseball coach Dave Tollett, who recently took a trip to Chicago to see his protégés in action. “The visibility our program is getting because of them is unbelievable.”

Sale, a 6-foot-6 lefty, and Coleman, a 6-foot right-hander, credit Tollett’s program for helping them get drafted and rise through three levels of minor league ball.

“The coaches at FGCU are as tough as any in the nation with their workout schedule and how they push you in practice,” Coleman says. “They make you mentally tough and that’s what you need when you’re playing every day in the pros.”

Sale, whose fastball has been clocked at 101 mph, spent only two months in the minors before getting called up Aug. 4, three days after Coleman. It was the fastest promotion to the major leagues of any first-round pick since 2003. Coleman was promoted after two strong minor league seasons.

Coleman’s promotion helped make his family the first to have three generations of pitchers reach the big leagues. Coleman’s grandfather, also named Joe, pitched in the big leagues from 1942-1955. “I put a lot of pressure on myself in college to be the third in my family to make it,” Coleman says. “I think it was that pressure that made me work harder.”

Coleman, 23, ended up getting his first major league victory in Washington, D.C., the same city in which his father got his in 1965.

“I think Casey is going to have a great career,” Tollett says. “His fastball has unbelievable movement. It moves at the right time and that’s something you can’t teach,” Sale says. “We put this kid in a spot he was never in,” Guillen said after Sale picked up his first save in his eighth career game. “He handled it pretty good. This kid has a good chance to be great. His presence on the mound is very positive.”

Sale, 21, says he has impressed himself by how well he has performed. The 2010 Collegiate Baseball Player of the Year and five-time All-American (Ping!Baseball, Louisville Slugger, Yahoo! Sports, Baseball America, ABCA/Rawlings), Sale has struck out standout players such as Minnesota Twins catcher Joe Mauer, Twins slugger Jim Thome and Detroit Tigers outfielder Johnny Damon.

“Every time I pitch, I’m pitching against guys I grew up watching on TV,” Sale says. “It’s hard to go out there and do something you’re not used to doing.”

Sale’s future is just as bright, according to White Sox manager Ozzie Guillen.

“His stuff is way better. He’s way better than what he was last year at this time. He’s got a great future in the big leagues,” Guillen said.

Sale and Coleman played together at FGCU during the 2007-08 season when Coleman was a junior and Sale was a freshman. That year, the Eagles captured their first Atlantic Sun Conference regular-season championship. Sale helped FGCU win two more titles.

“This year’s been fun but I think next year will be even more fun,” Coleman says. “That’s when we’ll face each other in the majors for the first time.”

— Chris Duncan is a freelance writer who lives in Bonita Springs.
SPORTS ROUNDUP

The final countdown
Teams toughen up in last Division I provisional year

By CHRIS DUNCAN

With an eye toward full membership in the NCAA Division I Atlantic Sun Conference next year, Florida Gulf Coast University’s athletic teams are working to hone their skills this season. Here’s what’s happening this fall.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

With nationally renowned teams such as Indiana and Seton Hall on its schedule, FGCU’s women’s basketball team will attempt to capture its fourth consecutive WNTF postseason bid.

Senior point guard and captain Shannon Murphy, the team’s top returning scorer, will be asked to carry much of the load for the Eagles, who went 24-7 last season. Seven new players will join her.

“We lost a couple of exceptional players to graduation last year so we’re going to be counting on some young players to fill some major holes,” coach Karl Smocko says. “How we’re able to make that transition will determine how quickly we’ll be successful.”

FGCU hosts Seton Hall for its home opener Nov. 12, then heads to Cancun, Mexico, for a tournament to play Virginia Tech (Nov. 25) and Purdue (Nov. 26). The team plays Big East powerhouse Indiana at home Dec. 21.

The Eagles, who went 8-21 last year, return four of their five top scorers and are set for a strong season. Murphy, who averaged 12.3 points last season, says, “I think we’ve got a pretty good mix of youth and some energy, so we’ll be much improved.”

One drawback is that redshirt sophomore forward Anthony Banks, the team’s leading scorer in 2009-10, will be out until mid-to-late December while he recovers from foot surgery, Balza says.

“Without him, we’ll be a little thinner, but we’ll be able to play bigger on the inside,” he says.

FGCU entered the 2010 campaign by placing second at the 15th annual HoopScoop. The class is led by 6-foot-9, 250-pound Ole Miss junior transfer Kevin Cantinol, who won’t be eligible to play until mid-December because of NCAA Division I transfer rules.

FGCU’s incoming class will join returning starters and seniors Reed Baker and Chad Ludtenhaus.

“Like we’ve got a good mix of youth and energy, coach Dave Balza says. “If we can get them to play defense, they’ll be very, very good.”

Baker and Chad Lutkenhaus.

SWIMMING

After winning two consecutive Coastal Collegiate Swimming Association championships, FGCU women’s swimming and diving coach Neal Studd says opponents will target his club.

“I don’t want this to sound arrogant, but I think when we won two years ago we raised the bar and people are really starting to step up with the athletes they’re recruiting,” Studd says.

FGCU, which only lost one swimmer to graduation last year’s squad, beat Arkansas 1-0 on Sept. 5. The team finished one point behind A-Sun regular-season co-champions Kennesaw State and Belmont last season.

“Our kids used that to get motivated for this season,” FGCU’s women’s coach Jim Blankenship says.

VOLLEYBALL

The most difficult schedule in FGCU women’s volleyball history has hit the team bruised but not defeated, coach Dave Nichols says. FGCU, which returns just two starters from last year’s team that lost in the A-Sun Conference championship, won four of its 12 games as of Oct. 3. The Eagles lost three ranked teams – No. 9 Washington, No. 18 Oregon, No. 19 Michigan – on the road in September.

“We feel we’re a little behind right now,” Nichols says, “but we’ve played some pretty tough teams and that is going to improve us.”

The Eagles hope to continue to build and then peak at the A-Sun Conference championships, set for Nov. 18-20 at FGCU’s Alico Arena.
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Philanthropy

Lifelike love of piano results in scholarship fund

Myra Williams knows first-hand what it takes to become an accomplished pianist. As a teenager, she devoted long hours to mastering the instrument. Her talent and hard work won her a piano solo with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra.

Although she pursued a career in science rather than music, becoming a successful executive in the pharmaceutical industry, she remains dedicated to the piano and music in general, serving as a board member for the Naples Music Club and taking piano lessons. Her husband, Van Zandt Williams, Jr., spent more than two decades as vice president of development for Princeton University, leading campaigns that raised more than $1.8 billion.

Their combined passions for music and higher education led them to establish a $100,000 endowed scholarship fund for piano majors at Florida Gulf Coast University. The University will apply to the state for matching funds, which will bring the gift’s value to $150,000.

The Myra N. and Van Zandt Williams, Jr. Scholarship Fund will provide scholarships to piano majors in FGCU’s Bower School of Music. Scholarships will be awarded based on proficiency and performance career goals.

In recognition of this gift, the donors’ names will be displayed on the commemorative wall in the lobby of the music education and performance building.

“Myra and Van Zandt Williams’ scholarship fund is a crucial component in attracting the finest young pianists to the Bower School of Music,” says Michael Baron, professor of music and head of the school’s piano studies program. “The most exceptional talents in the country are highly prized by schools throughout the country. Endowed scholarships such as this one allow us to compete with much more established schools.”

The first recipient of the scholarship is freshman Paul Wright from Colorado Springs, Colo., who Baron says is among the top young pianists in the country.

“The Williamses have proven to be visionary in supporting a young, thriving music program,” Baron says. ♦

Lee County siblings create engineering endowment

Robin Broyles, W. Brown Thompson and Gay Rebel Thompson are siblings who grew up in Fort Myers and went on to run two successful companies, Utilities Structures, Inc. and Cement Industries, Inc.

All three feel strongly about the importance of education and the critical foundation it lays for a successful life.

To help nurture the civil engineers of the future, they have pledged $30,000 to establish the Utilities Structures, Inc. Scholarship Endowed Fund at Florida Gulf Coast University.

“Utilities Structures and its other concrete products associated companies were founded by long-time residents of Lee County,” says Gay Thompson, president of Cement Industries, Inc. “By establishing an endowed fund at Florida Gulf Coast University, we are proudly supporting our area’s university, insuring that the financial means are available to students pursuing engineering careers, and investing in our own industry’s viability.”

Scholarships will be awarded to full-time students who are juniors or seniors majoring in civil engineering. They must demonstrate financial need and have graduated from a high school in Charlotte, Collier, Glades, Hendry or Lee counties.

Utilities Structures, Inc. produces and distributes prestressed concrete lighting poles throughout the state of Florida. Cement Industries, Inc. produces and distributes a variety of concrete products. Both companies are based in Fort Myers. ♦

RWA Inc. endows memorial scholarship fund

James M. Anderson was the chief operating officer for RWA, Inc., the time he lived in Naples, when he died in an automobile accident in June. He was 46.

To honor his memory, his contributions to professionalism, and his commitment to community service, the company he helped found has donated $10,000 to establish an endowed scholarship fund in his honor.

The RWA Scholarship Fund in Memory of James Anderson will assist Florida Gulf Coast University engineering majors graduating from high schools in Charlotte, Collier or Lee counties.

“James was a one-of-a-kind individual, a special talent who will be noticeably missed in many ways,” says Christopher Wright, CEO of RWA, Inc. “I feel blessed to have known him as a man, a business partner, and a friend. It is the vision of the RWA organization to build upon this scholarship fund in with great enthusiasm for life and a desire to serve others. During the time he lived in Naples, he was involved with Habitat for Humanity, St. Matthew’s House, Loreto Walker Institute of Technology and Liberty Youth Ranch. He was a member of the Collier Building Industry Association and the West Coast Muscle Car Club and a graduate of the Gator Naples Chamber of Commerce Leadership Collier Class of 2010.

Prior to moving to Florida in 1987, he completed his college studies at Augustana and Black Hawk colleges in Illinois. In 1997, he helped establish RWA, Inc., a consulting firm involved in civil engineering, surveying and mapping, land planning and geographic information systems. The company operates offices in Naples and Fort Myers. ♦
Hollywood: Cord McConnell focuses his energy on career as a director

By JOHN FRANCIS

He helped dress pirates on the set of the fourth “Pirates of the Caribbean” movie and drove director Spike Jonze around Los Angeles during post-production work on “Where the Wild Things Are.”

Despite his brushes with high-profile Hollywood, Cord McConnell, 08, is most proud of directing two music videos this year for the California punk band The Motel Life.

“I'm directing I'll be happy,” he says, “but directing is the best job in the world. Hopefully I'll do enough projects or a project that's catchy enough that I'll start to get recognized for my directing. As long as I'm directing I'll be happy.”

Just two years after graduating from Florida Gulf Coast University with a bachelor of arts degree in communications, 24-year-old McConnell is building a diverse resume in the movie industry: work on AMC’s Emmy-winning drama “The Walking Dead,” post-production on “Where the Wild Things Are.”

In the next couple of years feature filmmaking is where I want to head,” he says. “As many opportunities as possible to break into the film industry, according to Maria Roca, associate professor and program leader in the Communication Department.

“You start getting little jobs,” he says. “Pirates of the Caribbean was a small gig, but it had like a $200-million budget. I got to see how crazy it is getting 50 pirates dressed. It's a pretty amazing process.”

From day one, he absorbed on-the-job knowledge and experience. Working on commercials, TV episodes and small- and big-budget movies has taught him something new about the industry every day.

“It's a small thing, but I'm pretty psyched to have something go into theaters,” he says. “That's a far cry from his days reviewing movies for the Eagle News and filming horror shorts like "Body Farm" with friends. (If you don't mind a little blood, you can see the zombies terrorizing the FGCU campus at http://vids.myspace.com/index.cfm?FuseAction=vids.individual&vid=28624022.)

"It shows how far he has come and how much further he can go,” says Miles Mancini, an FGCU communications instructor. “He is an amazing talent, a creative and well-spoken rising star. He was a standout student from the first moment I met him, and it was clear he was a driven individual.”

McConnell's determination to break into filmmaking wasn't always foremost in his mind. Early in his FGCU career, he bounced around majors, he says, and after graduation he held off moving to L.A. for a while.

“I took some film courses but learned more doing research and projects,” he says. “The college shorts my friends and I did were totally crucial. One thing I knew I always loved was movies. I could always start a conversation with movies.”

Eventually the Naples native decided that he either had to settle in Florida or pursue his cinematic dreams on the West Coast. McConnell moved in with a couple of guys in Los Angeles whom he met through Craigslist. Networking with his roommates' friends led to getting unpaid production work just to build experience.

“You have to do what you have to do to make it happen. You have to roll with the punches. If you think you're beaten, you are.”

His philosophy? Not having a back-up plan pushes you to focus on your goals.

“That same sense of self-determination helped McConnell develop an academic plan at FGCU that would insure as many opportunities as possible to break into the film industry, according to Maria Roca, associate professor and program leader in the Communication Department.

“You have to do what you have to do to make it happen. You have to roll with the punches. If you think you're beaten, you are.”


“In the next couple of years feature filmmaking is where I want to head,” he says. “I would love to write and direct.”

— John Francis is a freelance writer who lives on Pine Island.
**CLASS NOTES**

**Wedding, engagements and births**

- Melissa Aramengo, '07 (Restaurant and Hospitality Management), and Bob McCormick, '83 (Business Administration), were married Oct. 23. They celebrated their engagement Sept. 5. McCormick proposed in Cape May, NJ, at the top of a lighthouse. The couple lives in Arlington, VA.

- Brynn Applewhite, '18 (Secondary Education), and TristanCarrier were married Aug. 7. Applewhite is a math teacher at Caloosa Middle School in Cape Coral. Carrier is a water treatment plant operator for Lee County.

- Rosa Cardano, '14 (Communication), and Christopher Cardinal announced the birth of their daughter, Katelyn Anne, on June 23. She weighed 7 pounds and 1 ounce. The family lives in Most Metropolitan.

- Brittany Carson, '19 (Nursing), and Will Carson announced the birth of their daughter, Brooke Grace, on July 15. She weighed 8 pounds and 13 ounces. The family lives in Tallahassee.

- Rachel Farrell, '19 (Communication), and Jeff Farrell, '06 (Marketing), announced the birth of their daughter, Jocelyn Parker, on Aug. 16. She weighed 7 pounds and 14 ounces. The family lives in Miraltz, VA.

- Garrett Heine, '03 (Marketing), and Lance Smith, '04 (Business Science), were married May 14. The ceremony took place in St. John's Church in Naples. Smith is a sales manager for the Fallon Journal-Headlight, FGCU's morning science report, and is pursuing a master's degree in environmental science. They live in Cape Coral.

- Christopher Rush, '09 (Information Technology), and Amanda Monty plan to marry Dec. 1. Both are Hiroshi Nako. He is the assistant general manager for the Miccosukee professional baseball team.

- Casey O'Connor, '19 (Marketing), and Nikita Revs, '17 (Management), were married May 2. The couple now live as students at FGCU. They live in Tallahassee.

- Kevin Price, '04 (Communication), and Alisa Burgess were married March 20. They recently bought a home in St. Lucie Island of Light Catholic Church. Followed by the reception at dinner after their wedding at Palm Beach, Smith is a field sales account executive for Garrett Inc. He is responsible for the company's higher education and academic medical center clients and prospects in the Southeast.

- Rebecca Ross, '19 (Marketing, Reading and Education), and Chris Ross have their engagement to celebrate. They plan a vineyard wedding at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD. Ross is employed with the Lee County School District. Ryan is in the U.S. Navy.

**Newsmakers**

- Aaron King, '99 (Finance), received his designation as a charter financial planning consultant. He is a partner at the Berry King and Wealth Management team at UBS Financial Services Inc. in Fort Myers.

- Cloud Watts, '18 (Criminal Justice), was honored as recipient of Gulfshore Business magazine's "40 under Forty." He has founded a successful Southwest Florida company since graduation. He started Blood Environments, an architectural furniture lighting firm, which he sold, and is now CEO of the Lumid O Hydrogen Environment by Visual Excellence.

- Susan Eldred, '12 (Master, Secondary Education), and Misty Yearwood announced the birth of their daughter, Jada Yearwood, on Aug. 29. She was an active crusader for diabetes research and the organ procurement services at FGCU.

- Jesse Bouchard, '10 (History), has accepted the job as regional Sales Manager for Southeast Sales. He was an active crusader for diabetes research and the organ procurement services at FGCU.

- Srikumar Reddy, '06 (Nursing), and Will Carson announced the birth of their daughter, Brooke Grace, on July 15. She weighed 8 pounds and 13 ounces. The family lives in Tallahassee.

- Rachel Farrell, '19 (Communication), and Jeff Farrell, '06 (Marketing), announced the birth of their daughter, Jocelyn Parker, on Aug. 16. She weighed 7 pounds and 14 ounces. The family lives in Miraltz, VA.

- Garrett Heine, '03 (Marketing), and Lance Smith, '04 (Business Science), were married May 14. The ceremony took place in St. John's Church in Naples. Smith is a sales manager for the Fallon Journal-Headlight, FGCU's morning science report, and is pursuing a master's degree in environmental science. They live in Cape Coral.

- Christopher Rush, '09 (Information Technology), and Amanda Monty plan to marry Dec. 1. Both are Hiroshi Nako. He is the assistant general manager for the Miccosukee professional baseball team.

- Casey O'Connor, '19 (Marketing), and Nikita Revs, '17 (Management), were married May 2. The couple now live as students at FGCU. They live in Tallahassee.

- Kevin Price, '04 (Communication), and Alisa Burgess were married March 20. They recently bought a home in St. Lucie Island of Light Catholic Church. Followed by the reception at dinner after their wedding at Palm Beach, Smith is a field sales account executive for Garrett Inc. He is responsible for the company's higher education and academic medical center clients and prospects in the Southeast.

- Rebecca Ross, '19 (Marketing, Reading and Education), and Chris Ross have their engagement to celebrate. They plan a vineyard wedding at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD. Ross is employed with the Lee County School District. Ryan is in the U.S. Navy.
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- Kevin Price, '04 (Communication), and Alisa Burgess were married March 20. They recently bought a home in St. Lucie Island of Light Catholic Church. Followed by the reception at dinner after their wedding at Palm Beach, Smith is a field sales account executive for Garrett Inc. He is responsible for the company's higher education and academic medical center clients and prospects in the Southeast.

- Rebecca Ross, '19 (Marketing, Reading and Education), and Chris Ross have their engagement to celebrate. They plan a vineyard wedding at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD. Ross is employed with the Lee County School District. Ryan is in the U.S. Navy.
Professional Briefs

Awards or Recognitions

- Bob Doutzen, J.D., College of Professional Studies, Justice Studies, appointment to the National Federal of Panhellenic Associations Ethics Board, July 12; member, Bridges to Success Mentor Program, New England School of Law, Boston, MA, Aug. 7; volunteer for Justice Teaching Program, The Florida Bar, Aug. 9; member, speakers bureau, The Florida Bar, Aug. 12.


- Michael Foucault, Ph.D., Marine and Environmental Sciences, associate director, Florida School Grant Consortium, May 1, 2011.


- Kathy Johnson, Red Clarke, writer, WSGC-TV, bronze award for TV spot, "Connect to the Clean Earth," Sept. 19, 2011; news, July 1, 2011.


- Marta Rosenthal, Ph.D., College of Arts and Sciences, Religious Studies, "Women in the Hebrew Bible"


- Mary Wissner, Ph.D., College of Professional Studies, Resort & Hospitality Management, "Puh!", An Examination Technique for Today’s Student Customers, monthly, pp. 44 - 48.

**Grant Awards**


- Maria Baroz, B.A., College of Arts and Sciences, School of Music, piano recital, Eglise St. John Deere, Deerfield Beach, FL, June 9-11.


- David W. Ceilley, M.S., Dan Tarr, SFWMD; and Doug Strom, Water and Air Research, Florida Bar, Aug. 11; member, speakers bureau, The Florida Bar, Aug. 12.


- John Cox, Ph.D., College of Arts and Sciences, School of Music, piano recital, Eglise St. John Deere, Deerfield Beach, FL, June 9-11.


- John Cox, Ph.D., College of Arts and Sciences, School of Music, piano recital, Eglise St. John Deere, Deerfield Beach, FL, June 9-11.


- John Cox, Ph.D., College of Arts and Sciences, School of Music, piano recital, Eglise St. John Deere, Deerfield Beach, FL, June 9-11.
**Parting Shot**

**TAKING FLIGHT**

John Holmes, who works in FGCU’s procurement department, is an accomplished photographer who often spends his lunch hours walking campus nature trails and capturing images of the wildlife he sees. While he has seen bald eagles on campus from time to time, he spotted this adult male in Cape Coral.

The photo was taken with a Nikon D300 at f4 and 1/2500 using a 500-milimeter lens.

**University Calendar**

**ENVIRONMENT**

“E-Waste and Ethics: Where do BlackBerrys decompose?”

Thursday, Nov. 4

The Terry Tempest Williams Student Dialogue features panelists Lauren Roman from Basel Action Network; Jake Swamp, chief of the Mohawk Nation; and Jessica Mendes, graduate assistant at FGCU’s Center for Environmental and Sustainability Education. They will discuss our society’s reliance on technology and the challenges it presents to properly dispose of an ever greater amount of electronics waste. The free event takes place at the FGCU Student Union Ballroom beginning at 6 p.m. with a networking session, followed at 7 p.m. by the program. Contact Peter Blaze Corcoran at pcorcora@fgcu.edu or (239) 590-7166 for details.

**HISTORY**

Holocaust scholar Michael Berenbaum

Monday, Nov. 8

One of the founders of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. and director of the museum’s Holocaust Research Institute, Berenbaum has written 20 books and scores of articles on the Holocaust. In commemoration of the 72nd anniversary of Kristallnacht, he will speak and hold a question-and-answer session at FGCU. The free event takes place at 2 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. It’s sponsored by FGCU’s Center for Judaic, Holocaust and Human Rights Studies and supported by the Jewish Federation of Collier County. For details, contact John Cox at jancox@fgcu.edu.

**ART**

“On Drawing”

Through Thursday, Nov. 18

An exhibition featuring artists Carl Schwartz, Andy Owen, Andy Browne, Geoff Hamel, Ken Hoffman and Carol Rosenberg, the works show continuity of directed movements in space. A drawing may display distinct forms and event, enhance language, convey what cannot be spoken or reveal impressions of ideas through imagination. Main Gallery, Arts Complex, FGCU main campus. Gallery open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. weekdays and 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday. Call (239) 590-7199 for details.

**MUSIC**

Choral Concert and String Orchestra Concert

Sunday, Nov. 21 and Monday, Nov. 22

The Bower School of Music Chorus performs in a free concert at 3 p.m. on Nov. 21, while the String Orchestra performs in concert at 7:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 22 in the Music Education and Performance Building Recital Hall. No tickets are necessary. Call (239) 590-7851 for information.

**COMMUNITY SERVICE**

Pottery sale and Empty Bowls Soup Luncheon

Friday, Dec. 3

The 10th annual sale featuring the works of art faculty member Patricia Fay, ceramics students and local ceramics artists takes place in the courtyard of the Arts Complex at FGCU’s main campus and includes the Empty Bowls Soup Luncheon, at which people can donate money for bowls and soup, with proceeds supporting the Interfaith Caregivers of South Lee County. The sale runs 11 a.m.-7 p.m. Lunch starts at 11:30 a.m. and lasts until the soup runs out. Call (239) 590-7238 for details.

Parting Shot is a forum for photos and prose that present a unique, personal perspective. Submit material for consideration to Pinnacle Editor Karen Feldman at kfeldman@fgcu.edu or call (239) 590-7093.
The FGCU women’s soccer team beats the Mexican national team 4-1 in a practice match Aug. 15.